


Introduction:

Hello, and welcome to the $150 a Day System!

Before we begin, I must let you know that I cannot guarantee your results with this 
system. You may end up making more than $150 a day (possible), or you may end 
up making less (also possible).

The reason I say $150 a day is that it's both fairly conservative and completely life-
changing.

For most people, this extra $4500 per month represents a MASSIVE income boost. 
For many, this on its own is enough money to live comfortably on. 

And that's my goal in writing this book... to help you live comfortably.

No more financial worries... or at least, not nearly as many.

Before we begin, I have an IMPORTANT announcement to make...

YOU NOW HAVE ACCESS TO EMAIL COACHING!

When you signed up to receive this e-book, you also automatically enrolled in my 
21-day email coaching program. Don't worry, it's 100% FREE and always will be. :)

And I very well may keep the coaching coming your way at the end of the 21 days.

It's just that it's only a 21-day program at the time of this writing.

If you don't feel like you need coaching, or you simply don't want to receive emails 
from me, then by all means unsubscribe. I promise it won't hurt my feelings one bit.

All I ask is that you go through the first 3 lessons before you make up your mind. 
You know, so that you can at least have the experience of receiving my best 
coaching without paying a dime.

Either way, it's great to have you here with me now. So let's begin...



Part One: Can You Really
Make $150 a Day Online?

The answer to this question isn't only "yes," but that it's actually kind of sad if 
you're only making $150 a day online. BILLIONS of people hang out and shop 
online. BILLIONS. 

If you don't think that a mere $150 a day out of the BILLIONS being spent can blow 
straight into your pocket without even making the most microscopic of dents, then 
you're delusional.

It's EASY to make money online.

The problem is that most people totally go it alone.

Or they follow the advice of people who couldn't actually care less if they succeed or
not. It's easy to fall prey to someone who just wants to sell you their training or "1-
click software" program.

The reason it's so easy is because they don't give two craps about YOU making 
money. They're really just in it for themselves. When they launch one of their 
products, here's what they're thinking...

"How much money can I make? How many sales? How many affiliates can I get to 
promote this? How can I get these buyers to buy my upsells? How can I squeeze 
every dollar possible out of these suckers?"

Then, you know what they do? They chill for a few months and then launch another
product. And the whole cycle begins again. Their thoughts don't change.

Conversely, here's what they're NOT thinking...

"How can I change as many people's lives as possible? How can I create more 
millionaires? How can I have a lasting impact on the financial lives of hundreds, or 
even thousands of my fellow human beings?"



They're just not. 

Sorry.

So again, the two reasons why most people never make any money online are...

1. They go it alone.
2. The people they trust to "show them the way" aren't really invested in their 
buyers' success.

Those really are the main two reasons.

Sure, a lack of effort also plays a role. We as individuals each need to examine our 
own mindset, work ethic, and emotional hangups. In other words, we do need to 
take some personal responsibility.

But the right teacher will help us overcome our hurdles.

The right mentor will move mountains to help us get out of our own way.

And where do we find such a mentor? They are honestly far and few between.

The ones who DO care about your success in the deepest sense usually only care 
because their success is directly impacted by your success. But you know what? 
That's okay! In fact, it's better than okay. It's what we WANT!

I mean, would you rather have someone helping you out just because they're a 
"good person with a kind heart and a beautifully generous soul..."

Or would you rather have someone helping you that will lose their freakin' home if 
you don't get off your ass and start making some money?

I'll take that 2nd person any day of the week. They've got a very real-world reason to
care about you and help you. You not making money will cause them pain!

So where can you find such a person? Where can you find an individual who can 
help you make $150 a day like it's nothing... and then push you to earn much, much 
more than that over time?

Where, oh where?



Part Two – Finding Your
Mentor:

In order to make $150 a day, you don't just want a mentor with some good ideas 
floating around his or her head and insane amounts of motivation burning in his or 
her belly...

You need a mentor who already has a system in place.

I'm not talking about a concept, either.

I'm talking about a tangible system...

1. Follow-up emails.
2. Products to sell.
3. A membership program.
4. A community of people sharing the same goal.
5. A multi-tiered affiliate program.
6. A mentor whose entire business is dependent upon your success.

That's right, you won't make $150 a day with fluffy, feel-good, "Ra! Ra! Ra!" 
nonsense. You need structure... and a system... and a money-making infrastructure 
already established, with other people just like you already being paid out daily.

Starting to get excited? ;)

Listen, there are many money-making methods out there. 

You've got product creation, affiliate marketing, CPA marketing, blogging, Adsense, 
arbitrage, providing services... and that's not even scratching the surface.

But these all fall well short of what I'm proposing that you embrace today.

What I'm proposing that you embrace today is a little something known as "OPF 
marketing."

And what does OPF stand for?



Other people's funnels.

What this means is that you simply send people to a special page that gives away 
something for free. If you're already familiar with Internet marketing, then you'll 
clearly realize that I'm talking about a squeeze page.

But the type of squeeze page that we're talking about here takes your prospects 
into a free membership platform with a structured payout system. Some of these 
OPF's will actually pay you just for bringing in free leads!

This is known as a PPL (pay-per-lead) program.

So you simply send people to a special squeeze page and once they opt-in and sign 
up for a free membership, you earn a buck or two. Just like that. Now, there are a 
few qualification requirements in place. For example, the leads you send need to 
come from tier 1 countries and they must complete their free registration...

But that's actually not much to ask for.

And these systems are designed to get people to become members. It truly is easy 
money. But it gets so much better...

In addition to the PPL side of things, you also end up with tons of fantastic perks. 
There are upgrade opportunities, wherein you are paid commissions whenever the 
people who you refer to the program upgrade their accounts.

You will also receive nice affiliate commissions for tools that are promoted within 
the system. Email autorespoders, tracking tools, paid traffic sources, educational 
products, blog themes, site builders... you name it! 

If any of your referrals make a purchase of anything (in most cases), you get paid!

But it gets so much better...

Because the owner/operator of these OPF's will actually send your referrals 
through an automated email follow-up system. And the emails are chock-full with 
YOUR affiliate links!

This means that you'll be getting paid from many different sources, for the sale of 
products that you NEVER have to promote. All you do is simply send people to that 



one special squeeze page.

Now of course, there are many of these OPF's out there. So which one should you 
choose? Well, the short answer is ALL OF THEM!

"But doesn't this mean that I'll be sending my traffic to lots of different squeeze
pages? How can I keep track of that? Won't it dilute my efforts?"

That would be the wrong way to go about it.

But before we talk about the right way, let's take a quick look at some of your 
options when it comes to OPF's. Each one is a little different from the next, and the 
distinctions do matter. So let's talk about 'em.

But on a final note about "finding your mentor," these OPF's make great mentorship
programs for a few key reasons...

1. The operators want you to succeed like crazy. That's why these membership sites
are teeming with some of the best training you'll find anywhere. They make sure 
the training is top notch, because they actually want and need you to get results!

2. They have members-only FB groups where you can get help from members of the
community, including your sponsor (most likely), and the owner. This is huge. A 
community of people sharing the same goal, helping each other to further build the 
community... which ensures that we can all keep making money for a long time! :)

3. They do 99% of the marketing FOR YOU. You just bring people through the front 
door. The OPF's do all of the selling, upselling, downselling, cross-promoting, email 
marketing... heck, some of them will even put you in a traffic pool and send traffic 
for you! They want you to be happy and successful!

So now that you know why these OPF's are some of the finest "mentorship 
opportunities" around, let's now look at a few of them individually...



Part Three – Meet Your
OPF's:

So what I'm going to do at this point is simply give you a list of all of the OPF's that 
you've got at your disposal (that I'm currently aware of). I encourage you to sign up 
for all of these that you can. 

They're not all free to join, but some are.

The best rule to follow here is to start off for free, start making some money, and 
then use your profits to either upgrade your free accounts... or sign up for other 
paid accounts. Now listen, not all OPF's are structured the same... at all.

Some are memberships, others are straight sales funnels that you buy into, others 
are... well, let me just list them, and then we can talk about them afterward. 

IMPORTANT: GO AHEAD AND SIGN UP FOR ALL OF THE FREE ACCOUNTS NOW!
THERE'S NO TIME LIKE THE PRESENT TO START MAKING GOOD THINGS

HAPPEN FOR YOURSELF. IT'LL ONLY TAKE YOU 10-15 MINUTES, AND IT HAS
THE POWER TO CHANGE YOUR LIFE!

Referral-Based OPF's (FREE to Start) – Sign Up for These Now...

1. Earn Easy Commissions (EEC)

2. Funnel Franchise

3. MoolaVine

4. Funnel X

5. The Residual Income Code

http://www.clkmg.com/efisher/myfw
http://bit.ly/elmff
http://bit.ly/efresinc
http://bit.ly/elmfunx
http://bedbucks.com/moolavine


Funnel-Based (Must Buy License) OPF's – Sign Up for These ASAP:

1. Covert Commissions

2. CB Passive Income

3. 7-Figure Franchise

4. MyDotCom Business (MDCB)

So these are your OPF's, and you'll certainly want to consider them all. The three 
that I typically tell people to start with are Funnel Franchise, EEC, and either CB 
Passive Income or MDCB.

Let me explain what each is all about...

Funnel Franchise:

This is a referral based membership site with three different membership levels: 
Free, Pro, and Elite. Even as a free member, you have full access to the system. You 
can access all of Mark Wightley's (the owner and operator's) training videos.

You can also populate the site with your affiliate links and earn commissions on 
anything that's promoted throughout the system. 

Mark will also provide you with 10 email swipes (more to come soon) that you can 
load into your autoresponder to enhance your revenues and even promote his 
$2000 coaching program, of which you make a small commission.

When you upgrade to Pro, your commission percentages rise significantly. You're 
also able to start earning tier 2 commissions on the people you refer to the system.

And upgrading to Elite unlocks even greater commissions (80%... no, that's not a 
typo!), as well as higher tier 2 commissions... and Mark will even put you in his 
weekly traffic rotator, where you'll end up getting free traffic without even working!

I recommend starting with this one because the free level is so generous. You can 
earn really good income just as a free member alone. With many similar OPF's, you 
need to upgrade before you get a funnel... or earn commissions on recommended 

http://bit.ly/elmcbpass
http://bit.ly/efcommission
http://bedbucks.com/mdcb
http://bedbucks.com/7ff


affiliate products... or get paid for the higher-ticket sales.

With Funnel Franchise, you get all of these benefits right out of the box!

And that's why I can't recommend it strongly enough. Plus, Mark is a heck of a great
guy who is about as knowledgeable and helpful as they come.

To grab your free Funnel Franchise account, click here.

EEC:

This one is much like Funnel Franchise, and in some ways, it's even better. It can 
actually be difficult to pick a favorite among these two.

EEC is more well-established, and has a larger community. It also allows you to get 
paid simply for referring leads! You earn $1 anytime you refer someone to the 
system (you simply send them to a special squeeze page).

As I said before, there is a qualification process. But a good percentage of your 
referrals will, in fact, be qualified... especially if you follow Chuck's (the system 
owner's) traffic tutorials. He teaches really powerful traffic methods that work!

http://bit.ly/elmff
http://bit.ly/elmff


So yes, you send people to the squeeze page, and you earn $1 per qualified lead.

Money in the bank. :)

Where this system falls short is that, at the free level, the $1 PPL commissions are 
really all you're qualified to earn. You'll need to upgrade to the second level 
(Elite/Pro) for $150. At that point, Chuck will actually go into your autoresponder 
(which you can get through the system) and load up over 100 emails!

These emails promote a variety of products, and you earn commissions on ALL of 
them! This is a deep funnel that can have you earning from multiple sources for a 
very long time to come. 

Oh, and you still earn your $1 per lead. ;)

Your final upgrade opportunity with EEC will have you enjoying Chuck's 1-on-1 
coaching program, advanced training, higher commissions, and the introduction of 
tier 2 commissions (20% of anything that your upgraded members sell).

All-in-all the system is just as good as Funnel Franchise – and in some ways better –
but I still recommend promoting Funnel Franchise first, just because you get more 
bank for your... well, lack of a buck. Again, you get all kinds of perks at the free level.

That said, you definitely want to be signed up for both. 

I'll tell you why soon. Yes, there's a method to the madness!

But for now, grab your free EEC account by clicking here.

http://www.clkmg.com/efisher/myfw
http://www.clkmg.com/efisher/myfw


CB Passive Income:

So this is dramatically different from our first two OPF's.

This can be used to actually give away free products that will help your Funnel 
Franchise and EEC signups get more traffic to their offers. 

Everyone wins with CB Passive Income...

1. Your referrals to FF and EEC win because you're giving them really cool traffic 
tools & strategies to help them get more referrals, leads, and affiliate commissions.

2. You win because as you give away each of these free products (in exchange for an 
email address), these prospects are added to one of Patric Chan's (the system 
owner's) email list, where he proceeds to promote products that are forever hard-
coded with your affiliate links... the more free products you give away, the better!

3. You win again because as you equip your referrals with these awesome tools, 
they end up getting better results. And if you're an upgraded member of Funnel 
Franchise and/or (ideally and) EEC, you earn tier 2 commissions!

In case you don't know what that means, it's basically you getting paid for your 
referrals' referrals. If someone who you refer refers 100 people, for example, and 20
of those people upgrade their accounts, you earn a commission on those upgrades!

I really hope you're starting to see the power of this.

But despite that unbelievable benefit, you'll also be making loads of affiliate 
commissions through the Clickbank marketplace, thanks to Patric's marketing. :)

CB Passive Income is not free. It's $47/mo. or $97 one time. 

But if you ask me, it's incredibly well-worth it!

If you're still having difficulty grasping what it is that I'm suggesting that you 
actually do with this, don't fret. I'll be covering that in the next part.

But just to summarize here...



1. You create free accounts with EEC and Funnel Franchise.

2. You pick up CB Passive Income.

3. You tell people about EEC and Funnel Franchise. You send them to the squeeze 
pages for both of these OPF's.

4. Once they're signed up, you promote the traffic products inside of your CB 
Passive Income dashboard. As your referral sign up for these free tools, they are 
added to Patric Chan's email list, which is hard-coded with YOUR affiliate links.

5. Whatever Patric promotes and makes sales on, from now until the end of time, 
YOU make money on! And we're talking NICE Clickbank commissions, up to $100 or
more! And the more freebies you promote, the more emails your referrals receive.

These tools are truly effective at helping your referrals get better results with EEC 
and Funnel Franchise, and as such, your tier 2 commissions explode!

There are EEC members who are currently earning thousands weekly just from tier 
2 commissions alone! You can do this, my friend. :)

If you'd like to take a look at CB Passive Income, click here.

IMPORTANT: With both EEC and Funnel Franchise, you can earn recurring
commissions on certain products! Sales of autoresponders, tracking tools,

http://bit.ly/elmcbpass
http://bit.ly/elmcbpass


and monthly payment plan upgrades can bring you ongoing monthly
revenues! And that's in addition to everything else! Visit EEC and FF now!

Now don't think that just because we covered these three OPF's, we're done. These 
just happen to be the three that I recommend you START with... as in, get them off 
the ground making you money and then go back to all the others.

The idea here is to be making money from as many of these OPF's as possible!

Let me tell you very briefly about the others, in no particular order...

7 Figure Franchise

This is Michael Cheney's "Super Funnel." Basically, for $2000 (Yes, it's steep... but it 
really shouldn't take you long to earn that right back. Keep reading...) you buy the 
right to promote a single one of his products, that leads off with a questionnaire-
style lead capture form.

Once the prospect enters his or her email address in the form, the process has 
begun. At this point, in addition to landing directly on the sales page of the first 
product within the "Super Funnel," these leads begin receiving DAILY emails from 
the system's creator, Michael Cheney.

Michael is a 7-figure marketer who is incredibly aggressive with his marketing. In 
other words, he WILL get you results. And the results he gets you are sales of his 
dozens of products, all of which you automatically become an affiliate for.

Each product that he sells for you, you earn a 100% commission on. Yes, that's 
throughout the entire funnel! The only exception is his high-ticket, $2000 offers, for
which you earn a 50% commission (a thousand bucks).

Watch Michael's Video Here >>

And if you'd like to see what the entry-level capture page looks like, click here.

MDCB

http://www.clkmg.com/efisher/myfw
http://bit.ly/elmff
http://bedbucks.com/commission-machine
http://bedbucks.com/7-figure


So this is actually like a hybrid between EEC/FF and CB Passive Income.

What's really great about this is that it only costs $77, and what you get for your 
money is seemingly every bit as good as what CB Passive Income has to offer.

You are are actually given many funnels to promote, all under one roof.

And the system's creator, Paul Lynch, will actually send traffic for you. I can't talk 
about this in too much detail, as I'm new to the platform and am still taking the 
$150 a Day System a step at a time myself. So I'll just invite you to come and learn it 
with me! There are plenty of tutorial videos for you to watch and learn from.

By the way, this can be used in much the same way as CB Passive Income. Many of 
the free funnels you give away in exchange for email leads and done-for-you 
promotions... are about getting traffic. 

So you can seamlessly tell your FF and EEC referrals to "check out this hot traffic 
source," which will get them into that particular funnel, help them to actually get 
more traffic into FF and EEC, and making both themselves and you more money!

It's a win/win/win across the board!

And this has the extra added benefit of also having an upgrade system built right in. 
But again, I'm just learning the system myself, and instead of pretending like I know
more about it than I actually do at this particular point, I'll just let you take a look 
for yourself. This link will take you there. :)

You'll land on a page about receiving one cent leads. You'll want to enter your email 
address in that form to get started.

MoolaVine

A new program from Bryan Winters that is centered around people purchasing
digital products through each other's affiliate links in a cool and innovative way. I'm

still learning about this one. But you can learn by yourself right here.

Funnel X

This is a system very similar to EEC and FF, from what I can see. David Diekel, a

http://bit.ly/efmoola
http://bit.ly/efmoola
http://bit.ly/elmfunx
http://bedbucks.com/one-cent-mdcb


long-time successful Internet marketer. The system looks solid, and there is a free
level, though as with similar systems, you earn more as you upgrade. Click here.

The Residual Income Code

Here's another one that's new to me, but it looks very exciting. Click here.

So I pretty much gave you all of the information I have when it comes to these 
OPF's. I've been hunting down new opportunities left and right, but in doing so, I 
haven't really dug deeply into the newer discoveries... yet.

But you can bet I'm going to.

So let me ask you a question...

Are you feeling overwhelmed?

I know that it seems like a lot. There are so many OPF opportunities, and they all 
have upgrades to consider (or they require an upfront investment to gain access)...

But we've already discussed this, so please breathe easy.

Even if you're flat broke, you can do this! And I do have a great strategy for you to 
employ, although I do want to keep this book relatively short. But I'll still give you 
the step-by-steps so that you can start making money right away.

Ready?

Let's begin...

http://bit.ly/efresinc
http://bit.ly/efresinc
http://bit.ly/elmfunx


The $150 a Day FREE
Method:

1. Grab your free EEC account here and your free Funnel Franchise account here.

2. Start a new Twitter account. Do a YouTube search for instructions on how to do 
this, if you're unfamiliar with the process.

3. Pick up this free software and watch Patric's videos on how to use it.

4. Using the software, create one ad that takes people to EEC and another that takes
people to Funnel Franchise.

5. Do a Google Search for "Twitter Mass Follow" and download the extension (I use 
this on Chrome. Dig for a Twitter Mass Follow extension for your chosen browser).

6. Each day, use this extension to grow your Twitter followers. Simply search 
(inside Twitter) for people in the "business opportunities" and/or "make money 
online" niches. Follow their followers using the extension!

7. Using the free tool I linked you to, keep linking to cool and exciting new pages 
online, where your ads will be displayed. Again, just take action and get the tool... 
and you'll know exactly what I'm talking about.

8. Just keep creating new ads for new pages and send your Twitter followers to 
those pages using the link that the software generates for you. Patric's videos will 
explain this to you better than I can in text form. Just get over there!

Basically, the software "hijacks" any page of your choice, allowing you to put a big 
banner with your face, message, and link right on it. 

So link to EEC and FF. Then, send out Tweets to your followers telling them to 
"check out this video" or "read this awesome article about _______" (whatever the 
page you've hijacked happens to be about... WATCH PATRIC'S VIDEOS)

And then, when they land on those pages, your big, beautiful advertisement will be 

http://bit.ly/elmff
http://www.clkmg.com/efisher/myfw
http://bedbucks.com/traffic
http://bedbucks.com/traffic


front and center, and people will sign up for your OPF's through your link! 

I hope this makes sense. It's a good strategy because the subject of your tweets can 
always change... and you come out smelling like a rose because you're linking to 
cool content you found, rather than just spamming mofos. ;)

And yet you never have to create the content.

You don't need a blog.

You don't need a YouTube channel.

All you need for this method to work are...

1. A free EEC account.
2. A free Funnel Franchise account.
3. A free GetResponse account (for Funnel Franchise... watch Mark's videos)
4. This free piece of amazing software.
5. A free Twitter account.
6. A free "Mass Follow for Twitter" plugin/extension.

Super simple. 

Then, once you're making decent money with Funnel Franchise and EEC, upgrade 
your accounts and keep rocking this Twitter method for a while. Upgrade EEC first, 
then Funnel Franchise.

Once you've maxed out on those upgrades, start investing in new OPF's. 

I'd start with both MDCB and CB Passive Income, as these will expand your ability 
to reach and help your audience. They're somewhat similar to each other in that 
they promote and build funnels for you. And each one costs less than $100. 

They're definitely sound investments.

Of course, if you want to take this business to the top, and you do have a few bucks 
to invest right now, then please proceed to the final part of this book...



The $150 a Day ULTIMATE
Method:

If you're serious about your success, and I mean really serious...

Then you need to set up an actual business for yourself. And that business, my 
friend, should come in the form of a "master funnel" that you control.

In this particular case, a "master funnel" simply means an automated follow-up 
email series that sends out daily emails that you've pre-loaded.

And each of these emails should both promote different OPF opportunities, and aim
to facilitate the massive success of your email readers. After all, when your readers 
succeed, you succeed (that's where the tier 2 commissions come into play).

What's great about doing things this way is that you can promote ALL of our OPF's...
not just one or two. And you can teach people how to drive traffic to their own EEC, 
Funnel Franchise, Funnel X, and Residual Income Code pages...

By giving away free software and traffic training via CB Passive Income and MDCB!

You can promote more than one OPF per email.

And this can change your life in dramatic fashion.

If you have the money to invest, you'll want to upgrade both your Funnel Franchise 
and EEC memberships to the highest level you can afford (watch the videos in the 
members areas and Chuck & Mark will explain why)...

Next, you'll want to grab CB Passive Income for $97 and upgrade your MDCB 
membership to Pro for $77. These tools each serve a dual purpose... to earn you lots
of hands-free money all on their own, and to help your EEC/FF referrals earn you 
more money via tier 2 commissions.

Make sense?



So here's what I'd do, if I were you.

Before you do anything else, you need to pick up Lee Murray's FUNNEL WORLD.

This is the definitive training for this particular business model.

Lee has several over-the-shoulder videos that will walk you through this entire 
business model. He shares funnel creation, OPF promotion, and lots and lots of 
great traffic strategies.

The course costs less than $10 and is honestly worth hundreds, maybe thousands.

If you're absolutely serious about your own success...

Pick Up FUNNEL WORLD Here >>

http://imwithlee.com/funnel-world



